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A lifting property for subordinated invariant kernels is proved and extended to 
operator-valued kernels. The connections with the classical Nagy-Foias lifting 
theorem and with Naimark’s dilation theorem are indicated, as well as possible 
applications to scattering structures and quantum field theory. ( 1986 Academic Pres. 
Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT 
Positive definite Toeplitz kernels have a lifting property [la] which 
applies to many areas of analysis [ lb]-[5]. This lifting property is recalled 
here, in a slightly modified form, as Theorem A below. 
In the present paper we prove as Theorem I a general, and also more 
precise, form of the lifting property, and discuss its relation to recent work 
of Beatrous, Burbea, and Masani [6, 71, as well as to the classical lifting 
theorem of Nagy and Foias [S]. Theorem Ia is an extension of Theorem I 
to operator-valued kernels, and in Theorem II we interpret Theorem I as a 
generalization of Naimark’s dilation theorem (cf. [S]). 
Theorem I also extends to situations arising in the study of scattering 
structures and in quantum field theory, where it can be interpreted as a 
correspondence between operators and symbols (see Remark 3 below). 
Let I” be the set of all finitely supported sequences a: Z -+ C and 1; = 
{a~lo:suppa~Z~},j=1,2,whereZ,={n~Z:n~O},~,={n~Z:n~0}. 
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Every kernel K on Z, i.e., every function K: Z x L -+ C, determines a ses- 
quilinear form K(a, , u2) on I” x f”, 
K(a,, a21 = c K(m, n) al(m) u2(n). 
m,ntB 
K is a Toeplitz (or invariant) kernel if 
K(m + 1, n + 1) = K(m, n), Vm,nEZ 
and, for such kernels, the following lifting property holds (see Remark 1 
below). 
THEOREM A [la]. Let K,, j = 1, 2, 3, he three Toeplitz kernels on Z such 
that 
IK,(~~,~,)I~~[K,(~,,~,)+K,(~,,~,)I,~’(~,,~,)~~~X~~. (1) 
Then there exists a Toeplitz kernel K3, such that 
K;(a, > ~2) = Kx(a, > ~21, V(u, ) a*) E 1: x 1; 
and 
I K;(a, > 4 I d 4 CK,(a,, 0,) + Uaz, 41, v(u,,u,)El”X1O. (2) 
Theorem A also holds for operator-valued Toeplitz kernels [4b]. 
Furthermore, Theorem A still holds if inequality (1) is replaced by the 
stronger one 
lK,(~,~~,)12~K,(~,,~,)K,(~,,~,). (3) 
In fact, (1) implies 2 Re K3(u,, a,)< Kl(u,, a,)+ K,(u,, u2) which is 
equivalent to the quadratic form K,(u,,u,)~ 1jW,1’-2Re K,(ul, u,)d,X,+ 
K,(u2, u2)* 1L212 being non negative for all i,, AZ E @, and (3) means that 
the determinant of this quadratic form is non negative. 
Replacing Z by an arbitrary set X, and Z, and Zi2 by two disjoint subsets 
El c X, E, c X, and setting f’(X) = {a: X-+ @: supp a is a finite set}, 
l;(X) = {u E l”(X): supp a c E,), j= 1,2, 
and, for every kernel K: Xx X -+ @, setting for a,, u2 E P(X), 
K(a,, 02) = c W, v) al(x) U,(Y) 
.X..Vf x
K is called positive definite (p.d.) if K(a, a) 3 0, for all a E P(X) 
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A kernel K3 on X is called subordinated to K, , Kz, K3 6 (K, , K2), if 
IK,(a,,a,)12~Kl(a,,a,)K2(a2,a2), V(a,, a,)El'(X)x P(X). (3a) 
Similarly, K, is called weakly subordinated to K, , Kz, K, < (K, , K,) if 
IK,(a,,a2)12~K,(a,,a,)K2(a2,a2), VJ(a,, a2) E lY(X) x 13X). (3b) 




Obviously, C’ c C. 
Let p be the restriction map that assigns to each kernel K on X the ker- 
nel 
I?=~K=K(~,~~~. (4b) 
If pK=pK’ then K<(K,, K,) iff K’<(K,, K2), so that the condition of 
K being weakly subordinated is really a condition on R= PK. 
A family /i of kernels on X satisfies the lifting property if 
p(LYnA)=p(CnA), (5) 
i.e., if k=pK with KsCnA, then I?=pK’ for some K’EE’nA. Such K 
are called C’ n A-liftings of K. 
We express condition (5) by informally saying that (G'n A, p, p(C n A)) 
is a libration: for each KE p(Zn ,4) the fiber over K is p-l(K) = {the 
C’ n A-liftings of K}. With this terminology, Theorem A can be restated as 
THEOREM A,. If X = Z, E, = Zj, j= 1, 2, A is the family of all Toeplitz 
kernels on Z, and K, , KS E A, then A satisfies the lifting property. 
In the case when E, = Ez, K, = Kz, the notion of subordinated kernels 
was introduced by Aronszajn who showed that such kernels are represen- 
table by operators [93. This operator representation was used by Devinatz 
[lo] and by Beatrous, Burbea, and Masani [6,7] as a general method for 
solving moment and interpolation problems. In particular, Beatrous and 
Burbea proved a lifting theorem, which in our terminology can be stated as 
THEOREM B [6]. Zf E, = E2, K, = Kz, and IY A is the family of all ker- 
nels of the form K(x, y) = f(x) f(y), then A satisfies the lifting property. 
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There is another method for solving moment and interpolation 
problems, due to Sarason [ 1 l] and based on the lifting theorems of 
Sarason and of Nagy-Foias (N-F). We shall show that by combining the 
operator representation of subordinated kernels with the N-F lifting 
theorem one gets a general form of Theorem A,, leading to further 
applications of this result to interpolation problems (see Remark 3 and 
Cldl). 
Let us first state the N-F theorem in a suitable form. Given two Hilbert 
spaces, x1 and x2, consider a system 
(ix;, 4, u,; 3(1”,, “6, u,J 
= {U, EL(&), u, EL(X*),A’, cYq,& c&} (6) 
where, for j = 1, 2, Uj is a unitary operator on q, and 4 a closed subspace 
satisfying 
U,(N,) c A; while U,(.A’:) c ./Vi, %,Y‘; = x1 O-4;. (6a) 
With every such system (6) we associate the operators W, E L(. $‘;), 
W, E L(J$) defined by 
WI = UI I ,4,3 W, = projection of U, onto J$ = P, U, 1 + ? (6b) 
where P, stands for the orthogonal projection of =$ onto JV;, and set 
9 = {A E L(Gq, %): II A II 6 1 f. Ipu={AEY:AU,=UzA} (6~) 
~={(BEL(JIS,,~):llBlld1}, <~2’,~ = {BE.& BW, = W,Bl. (6d) 
Let q: dip + J& be the projection map defined by 
With this notation, the N-F lifting theorem asserts that 
Aw = qJ$ (W 
i.e., that for each BE J%‘-. there is an A E YU with B = qA. Such A are called 
the N-F lifings of B. 
We express (6f) by informally saying that (60,, q, AM,) is a tibration, and 
that the fiber over BE ,a;t, is the set q ‘(B) = (N-F liftings of B}. 
We are now in condition to state the main result of the paper. Let X be 
an arbitrary space, E, c X, E2 c X, two subsets of X, r: X-t X a bijection 
map of X onto X such that 
z(E, I= E, and T ‘(E,) c El. (7) 
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A kernel K on X is called r-invariant (or r-Toeplitz) if 
K(=, TY) = K(x, Y), vx, y E x. (74 
THEOREM I. Let X be a space and E,, E, c X. If z: X + X satisfies (7), if 
A is the family of all z-invariant kernels on X and if K, , K2 E A are two fixed 
positive definite kernels, then A has the lifting property (5) with respect to 
K,, Kz. 
More precisely, there exists a fibration (Yu,, q, A&), associated with a 
system (6), and two bijective maps i: Sp, + C’ n A, and i, : JZ,~ --t p(C n A) 
(see (4)-(4b), (6~) (6d)) such that 
pi = i, q. (8) 
Therefore there is a l-l correspondence between the N-F-ltftings of i; ‘K and 
the Z’ n A-llftings of K. 
The proof of Theorem I is given in Section 2. In Section 3 the theorem is 
extended to the case of operator-valued kernels, and interpreted as a 
generalization of Naimark’s dilation theorem. 
Remark 1. In [la, 4b] Theorem A is stated as a property of the so- 
called generalized Toeplitz kernels (GTK): A kernel K on Z is a GTK if 
K(m, n) = K(n, m) and if there exist three Toeplitz kernels K, , K,, Kj, such 
thatK(m,n)=Ki(m,n)for(m,n)~~,xX,,j=1,2,andK(m,n)=K,(m,n) 
for (m, n) E Z, x Z*. Then K is p.d. iff K, < (K, , K,). The majoration con- 
dition (1) is a particular case of a more general notion of majoration which 
leads to corresponding extensions and applications of Theorem A (cfr. 
[ 1 b-le, 121). 
Remark 2. In the special case when K,(m, n) = K,(m, n) = 6, ~,,, 
Theorem A yields the classical theorem of Nehari. It was pointed out by 
Page [13] that Nehari’s theorem can be deduced from the 
N-F lifting theorem. 
Now, the proof of Theorem I shows that both Theorems A and I can 
also be deduced from the N-F theorem. (Observe that the proofs of 
Theorem A given in [4a and 21, which are in the spirit of the proofs of 
Nehari’s theorem by Adamjan, Arov and Krein [ 141 and by Coifman, 
Rochberg, and Weiss [15], respectively, do not apply to the more general 
Theorem I.) 
Conversely, Nikolskii [I63 pointed out that in the special case 
Ii, = Uiz = the shift operator, the N-F lifting theorem can be deduced from 
the Nehari theorem, and Arocena [3] proved that the general N-F 
theorem can be deduced from Theorem A (cfr. also [4a]). Therefore, we 
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might conjecture the equivalence of Theorem I to a generalization of the 
N-F lifting theorem. 
Remark 3. Theorem I extends easily to the case when X is a Hilbert 
space X”, E, a subspace of X, j= 1,2, T a unitary operator on 2, and the 
kernels K are required to be bilinear bounded forms on X x 2, so that the 
corresponding associated proper spaces are subspaces of the dual of Y? and 
determine Gelfand triples on X. Condition (7) defines then a scattering 
structure in the sense of Lax-Phillips. 
In this form Theorem I applies also in situations related to quantum field 
theory,forinstanceifXisthespaceR’=R, xR,,E,=R, x(t>O}and 
E, = OE, (8: time reflection). We write K, << (K,, K2) if (3) holds only for 
(a,, az) E Z;(X) x I;(X) such that a,(d(x, t)) = a,(~, t), (x, t) E E,. The 
relation << can be considered a generalization of OS positivity in quan- 
tum field theory (K(S, g) = K(f- g) is OS positive if -K-==$< (K,, K,) with 
K, = K2 =O). In [lb] it is proved that if X=Z, E, =Z,, j= 1,2, then 
Theorem I ( = Theorem A,) still holds when < is replaced by -=$< , and 
this fact gives a characterization of the measures p such that the Poisson 
transform acts boundedly on L”(p). We do not know yet under what con- 
ditions the general Theorem I still holds when 4 is replaced by <- When 
X and E, are Hilbert spaces, then Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and properties (a), (b), 
(c) in Section 2 can be interpreted as a correspondence between symbols 
K(x, y) and certain operators BE L(4) ./Vi), and as a variant of the theory 
of Berezin and of Guillemin and Boutet de Monvel. 
Remark 4. At least partial extensions of Theorem I can be given for a 
continuous group of transformations 5,: X-+ X, t E IR. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
Let us first recall some properties of reproducing kernels (for proofs and 
details see for instance [6]). For each positive definite kernel K: Xx X -+ @ 
there is a unique proper Hilbert space 2 on X, with K its reproducing ker- 
nel. This means that each element of 2 is a function on X and that the 
following hold: (1) for each x E X, the functional f c, f(x) is continuous 
from J’? to @; (2) if K,(x)= K(x, y), K, =K( ., y), then K-,, E* for all 
y E X, and the linear combinations of such K.v form a dense set in X; (3) K 
is given by the scalar product of 2: K(x, y) = (KY, K, jx. 
A function f on X lies in % iff there is a constant c > 0 such that the ker- 
nel c’K(x, y) -f(x) f(y) is positive definite and /) f jJ = inf c, for such c. If 
EcXandR=KI.,.:ExE~C,then~isap.d.kernelonExEandhas 
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a corresponding proper space &, whose elements are functions f defined 
on E, and whose reproducing kernel is k. Then 
fE& iff f=fJ.forsomefEX (9) 
and the restriction map R: &’ -+ &‘, Rf = f ( E is a bounded linear operator 
such that 
(R*&Y) = .ft~) if ,TE~,~EE Pa) 
RR* = 12, R*R = orthogonal projection on N(R) (9b) 
where 
N(R)= {f Et%': Rf=O}, ,I/( R)L = range of R. (9c) 
Thus setting 
.N=A~(R)‘-=ZO,Y(R) Pd) 
R* is an isometric isomorphism of 2 onto A’“, whose inverse is R, and 
under this isomorphism, to each operator BE L(X) corresponds the 
operator I? = RBR* E L(2). Moreover, if y E E then K.,, = K( ., y) E JV, and 
JV is spanned by the elements K,, y E E and RK, = &-(, y). 
Finally (writting E, = E, = E, K, = K, = K), there is a l-1 correspon- 
dance between the set p(C) = (T: T< (K, K)} and the set of operators 
BE L(2) of norm I( BII ,( 1, given by 
n’(x, Y) = mt, X))(Y), Vx, y E E. (9e) 
Consider now the setting of Theorem I: an arbitrary space A’, two sub- 
sets E, , E, of X, r: X + A’ a bijective map of X onto X such that T(E, ) c E, 
and r ~ ‘(EZ) c E,, A the class of r-invariant kernels on X, i.e., .4 = {K: 
Xx X-r C: K(tx, ty) = K(x, y), x, YEA’}, and p the restriction map 
defined bypK=KI.,,,=k. 
Since the N-F lifting theorem assures the existence of N-F liftings for 
systems satisfying (6a), we have 
LEMMA 1. Let A be the family of z-invariant kernels on X, K,, K, E A 
two positive definite such kernels, .& and Z2 their corresponding Hilbert 
spaces, 
and U, E L(q) be defined by 
(U;.f)(x)=f(~+x), VlfEYq, ,j= 1,2. (loa) 
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Then the system (XI, Jv;, U,; ti2, A;, U,} satisfies (6a), so that the 
operators W,, P,, q and the spaces 2, PM, A, A,+ can be defined 
((6b)-(6e)) and the N-F lifting theorem (6f), .A!,+ = qYu, holds ,for this 
system. 
Proof. If y E E, then &,( ., y) E q and 
(UjKi(., y))(x)=(K,(., ,V))(T-'x)=$(T-'x3 Y)=K,(& t.V). (lob) 
Hence 
and since these elements K,( ., y) span the space &, this proves that U, is 
unitary, j = 1, 2. 
Moreover, if gE %V: then g = 0 in E,, and since z(E,) c E,, also 
(U;‘g)(x)=g(sx)=O for XEE,. Hence U;‘(N:)c.N: and 
U,(d)cJv;; similarly, from c’(E,)cE~ follows that U,(.N:)c,N;, 
and condition (6a) is satisfied. 1 
Now, let for j= 1, 2, k, = pKj be the restriction of K, to E, x Fj, C@j be 
the proper Hilbert space corresponding to K, and R,: q --+ I?, be the 
restriction operator R, f =.fI E,. Then by (9)-(9d) we have that the 
elements of sj are functions on E,, PE S$ iq.7 = f ( E, for some J‘ E q, and 
that the functions kj(( ., y,), yj E E,, span Z,, while the K,( ., yj), y, E E,, 
span Jf,. The operator RT: 8 + J$ is an isometric isomorphism whose 
inverse is R,. Under these isomorphisms, to each operator BE L(-1/;, -Y;) 
corresponds the operator BE L(% , &*) given by 
6f = R,BR;f, Vf E .,q (1Oc) 
so that 
and 
RjK,(., Y,)=K~(‘, Yj) if yj EE] Cl@) 
Thus, B+ L? establishes an isomorphism between A? and the unit hall of 
we, 2,. 
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LEMMA 2. For a fixed pair of p.d. kernels K,, Kz on X, let C = 
(K: Xx X -+ @: K< (K, , K,)}. There is a bijective map i, : A’ -+ p(C) which 
assigns to each BE A ( = unit ball of L(A’;, -4;)) the kernel i, B= 
k: E, x E, + @ given by 
&, y) = (&(~, *X))(Y) = em, xl, k*(., Y)) 
= @*&L Y))(X)= (Kd., Y), BKlC.7 -x)> 
(11) 
for all (x, y) E E, x Ez. 
Conversely, ifI?~p(A’) then I?(., y)~2, for all BEEP and B=i;‘I? is 
given bJ 
with B = R:fiR, . 
Remark 6. In the case E, = E, = E, K, = Kz = K, these assertions 
reduce to the already known property (9e). 
Proot Since for all a, E l;(X), 
f$(a,, a,) = II %(x1 &;(., -x) II’,, 
it follows that if I? is given by (11) with I/ B /) 6 1, and if (a,. az) E l;(X) x 
/;(A’), then 
) 1 Rx, y) ajil,23!’ = I (NCa,(x) k,(.. n-1, Ca,(y) B2(., Y)> I2 
<,.I 
6 ll~a~(~~)~.l(~~~H$, II%(Y)~~(., Y)II& 
=Kl(a,,a,)K2(a2,a2) 
so that i?< (K,, K,) and RE p(Z). 
Conversely, if for all (a,, a*) 6 17 x 120, 
I~&-(x, ~)a,(x)a~(y)l*6K,(a,,a,)K~(a,,a,) (1 lb) 
then K, determines a bilinear form K(Ca,(x) R,( ., x), Za,( y) kJ( ., y)) on 
Cx; x X2, of norm less than or equal to 1, so that I? is given by an operator 
B with j~~j/<l. From (llb) it is easy to deduce that k(., y)~$ for 
YE&. I 
Similar arguments give 
LEMMA 3. For a fixed pair of p.d. kernels K,, K, on X, let C’= 
(K: XX A’-+@: K<(K,, K,)}. There is a hijective map i : 9-Z which 
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assigns to each A E .5f( = the unit bull of L(3tq, Hz)) the kernel iA = K given 
by 
W, Y) = (AK,(., X))(Y) = (AK,(., x), KA,> Y)> = (A*K,(., Y))(X) (11~) 
for all x, y E X. 
Conversely, if K E C’ then K( . , y) E & for all y E X and A = i- ‘K is given 
by 
(AS)(y)= <fi KC.3 Y)>, vfE&,yEx (lid) 
We are now in position to conclude the 
Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 1 asserts the existence, in our case, of the 
libration (9,, q, J,,,), and Lemmas 2 and 3 the existence of i: 9 + C’ and 
i, : &! -p(C). What remains to be proved is that 
(a) The restriction of i to SC: gives a bijective map (written infor- 
mally as) i: YU -+ C’ n A, i.e., 
(b) The restriction of i, to J&, gives a bijective map (written infor- 
mally as) i, : A,,, + p(Cn A), i.e., 
ifBE&andt?=pK=i,BthenB~&‘,,,iffKEA. 
(c) If AE2, K=iA and if BE,,M, Z?‘=iIB, then B=qA iff f=pK. 
In fact, (a) holds since, taking into account (1 Id) and that the K,( ., y) 
span 3, we have 
(AU,f, Kd.3 Y)> = (UlJ K(., Y)> = (f, u;‘K(., Y)) 
and, on the other hand, 
(U,A.L Kd.> Y)> = <AL U;‘K,(., Y)> 
= <AA K,(., 5 -‘Y)> = <f, KC.2 t-‘~1) 
and therefore AU, = Ui,A iff U;‘K(., y)= (., r~‘y) for all VEX, i.e., iff 
K(?X, y) = K(X, T  - 1 y ) or, equivalently, iff K E A. 
Similarly, (b) holds, since taking into account (6b) and (11) we have for 
(x, Y) E E, x E,, 
<BWIK~(., x), Kd.3 Y)> = <BU,K,(-, ~1% K2t.r Y)> 
=(BK,(.,x),K,(.,z-‘y))=G 
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and, on the other hand, 
35.5 
 ^
ax, T-lY)= (BK,(., xl, K2(., T -‘.m 
= (BK,(., xl, uj ‘KZ(., I’)) 
= (f’z u,BK,(., ~1, Kd.3 .I!)) 
= ( W,BK,(,, xl, KA.3 y)). 
Thus, BW, = W, B iff K(zx, y) = K(x, z ‘1)) or, equivalently, iff /?= pK 
with K E A. 
Finally, by (11) and (1 lc), we have, for (.u, y) E E, x Es, that 
k’(.u, ,r)= (K,(., y), BK,(., ~1) 
and 
(Kd., ev), f’,AK,(., xl> = (K,(., Y), AK,(,, xl> = K(x, y). 
Since the K,(., ~1) span A’; and the K,(., X) span %,1/i, it follows that 
K(x, y) = k(x, y) for all (x, y) E E, x E, iff P,AK,( ., x) = BK,( ., x) for all 
x E E, , or equivalently, k = pK iff B = qA. 
Thus we have two bijections, i: d;/‘, + C’ n A and i, : A@‘,,. + p(Zn A), 
such that if k~p(ZnA) then ii ‘~=BE&. By Lemma 1, B=qA with 
AeYu, K=iAcZ’,A, and by (c), k=pK. Therefore, pi=i,q, and (8) 
and the lifting property for A hold. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem I. 1 
3. EXTENSION TO OPERATOR-VALUED KERNELS. UNITARY DILATIONS 
Let A’, E, c A’, E, c X, t: X--t X be as before and let r be a fixed Hilbert 
space. We consider now operator-valued kernels K: Xx X -+ L(T) and set 
I”(X, r)= {functions IX: X -+ r of finite support}, I,‘(X, r) = {a E I”(X, r): 
suppac{,}, K(a,, ~2)=,&r,.V~EXxX (K(-x, v)a(x), 6~))~ if rl and 
cc2 E I”(X, r). The notions of positive definiteness and subordinations are 
defined as before by replacing the scalar functions (a,, u2) by the r-valued 
ones (a,, CC*). We fix two p.d. L(T)-valued kernels K,, K,, define as above 
the sets 2, C’, p(Z), and say that a family A of L(f)-valued kernels has the 
lifting property if p(Cn A) = p(Z’n A). By using a known procedure of 
passing from operator-valued kernels to scalar ones (cf. [7]), the essential 
part of Theorem I can be extended as follows. 
THEOREM Ia. If K, , K2 are p.d. T-invariant L(T)-valued kernels and A = 
{the L(T)- va ue 7 mvariant kernels}, then A satisfies the lifting property. 1 d -’ 
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From the proof it will be clear that also the relation with certain N-F lif- 
tings can be described here. 
Proof. Let Y = Xx f be the set of all pairs (x, 0, x E X, < E f, and let 
F,=E,xrcY, j=l,2, and define r(x,5)=(tx,~), so that z(F,)cF,, 
r-~ ‘(F,) c F2. We assign to each operator-valued kernel K: Xx X + L( I’) 
the scalar kernel k = s(K): Y x Y --, C defined by 
so that, for fixed (x, .JJ), k is a bounded sesquilinear form in ([, q). Let d(Y) 
be the set of all scalar kernels k: Y x Y + C such that, for fixed X, I’, 
k((x, 0, (y, q)) is a bounded sesquilinear form in t, q. Then K --) k = s(K) 
is a bijection onto d(Y). Assign to each a E I”(Y) the function c1= a(a) E 
I”(X, r) defined by LX(X) = CC, ,- a(x, <)r; then u -+ tx is surjective because, 
given ~1, defining (E by a(x, 5) = 1 if r = LX(X) and zero otherwise, we shall 
have CY = a(a). If k = s(K) and r, = a(~,), .j= 1, 2, then 
k(a,, ad=K(~,, x2) = c c (K(x, I’)Q,(x, <)4, a,(~, v1h) (12a) 
xi, r ;.a 
From (12a) it follows that the correspondence K + k=s(K) preserves the 
relations <, < , positive definiteness and r-invariance. Set k, = s(K,), 
k2 = GA PC Y) k = k I F, r 1;7, and 
ii( Y) = (t-invariant kernels k: Y x Y + C}. (13) 
Then define C( Y), C’( Y) as in Section 1 by replacing X, E,, K, by Y, k,, F,. 
Then, by Theorem I, n( Y) satisfies the lifting property. Let n I ( Y) = 
A(Y)nd(Y)= {ken(Y): k=s(K) f or some K}, and let us see that n,(Y) 
also satisfies the lifting property. Let k E C n /i, c En A, so that by 
Theorem I, k = p( Y)k’ with k’ E Z’ n n and let us see that k’ E A,, that is, 
that k’ E d( Y). But we saw in the proof of Theorem I that k’ = iA, A E 
u* 2 %h .z = &(Y), with II A II G 1. Then k’((x, 0, (Y, v)) = 
<Ak,(., (x,5)), k,(., (Y, q))> = @*ht., (Y, rl))(x, 5). Since the elements 
f(x, t) E ZJ Y) are limits of linear combinations of ki((x, 0, (y, q)) = s(K,) 
and, therefore, sesquilinear in 5, y, and since I/ A /I d 1, and 
11~~~~~~~~5~~112~~~~~~~5~~~~~4~~~~~/1~112~ IIK~(~~(.Y~~)H~~c~ lld12~ SO 
that I k’((x, ~1, b, ~1) I d (c,cy)1i2 II 4 II II r II, it follows that k’((x, 5), LY, ~1) 
is a bounded sesquilinear form in 5, q. Thus k’cA( Y), and A ,(Y) satisfies 
the lifting property. Since n 1( Y) = s(n) and s preserves the pertinent 
properties, it follows that A has the lifting property. This proves 
Theorem Ia. 1 
Let us return now to the situation in Section 1, maintaining the same 
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notations, and interpret Theorem I as a generalization of Naimark’s 
dilation theorem. For simplicity let us assume that the two disjoint sets 
E, c X satisfy the following condition: 
VXEX,~Z, EE,,z, E E, such that x = ~‘5, = 7”~~ for some m, n 65 L. 
(14) 
Each x E X determines a trajectory T(x) = { z”x: n E Z} and T(X) n T(y) # 0 
implies T(x) = T(y). Condition ( 14) says that X = U., E E, r(x), j = 1, 2, and 
that for each trajectory T, Tn E, , and Tn E, are non empty sets with T= 
(TnE,)u(Tn E,). Since z(E,)c E,, r^‘(E,)cE2, for each XEX there is 
a n(x) EL such that s”x E El for all n 3 n(x) and YX E E2 for n <n(x). The 
element T”([)x depends only on the trajectory T= T(x) and will be denoted 
by xT. We set X$ = t -‘.x7. and P= {all trajectories T). With these 
notations we have 
THEOREM II. Let X, E, c X. T, K, be as in Theorem I. Let K be an z- 
invariant kernel satisfying K < (K, , Kz). Then there exists a Hilbert .ypace 0, 
a unitary operator UE L(Q), and for each TE 3 two elements e,(T), 
ez( T)&? such that, jar every pair T, E 8, T2 E 9, K, , Kz, and K are given 
61, 
K,(x, y) = (u”“’ ‘z’r’el(T,), e,(T2)), V(.Y, ,r) E T, x T,, 
K,(x, y) = (u”‘-“’ “(“ed T, 1, e2( T2) >, V(x, y) E T, x TZ, (14a) 
K(x, y) = (Cl”“‘‘-“‘-“e,(T,), e,(T2)), V(x,y)e(T, nE,)x(T?nE,). 
Remark 7. When there is only one trajectory (i.e., X- Z) and K = 
KI = K,, then (14a) reduces to Naimark’s dilation theorem, so that in the 
general case Un(‘) , XE T, can be thought of as a “unitary dilation” of the K, 
K,, K, in T. A similar theorem can be given for operator-valued kernels, 
that is for Theorem Ia. Also Theorem II can be expressed more precisely in 
terms of vector bundles (where the e,(T) provide bases for the fibers over 
the TE @). Finally, it is easy to deduce from (14a) that for each T, , T, 
there is a positive matrix-valued measure (paa( T,, T,)), CC, fi = 1, 2 (where 
the pzB are measures on the unit circle) such that for (x, y) E 7’, x T,, K,, 
and K, are given by the Fourier transform of p,,(T,, T,), pz2(T,, T,), 
respectively, and, for (x, v) E (T, n E,) x (T2 n E,), K is given by the 
Fourier transform of ,u ,>( T, , T2). 
ProoJ By Theorem I, and by the remark justifying (3) there is 
a kernel K, EA such that K,(x, 2’) = K(x, y) on E, x E, and such 
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that 2 ( K3(aI, a2) I B K,(a,, ul) + K,(a*, a,), V(a,, u2) E I” x 1“. Letting 
I&(x, y) = K3(y, x), the last inequality means that 
Kl(~,,~,)+K,(%, a,)+K,(u,, u,)+K,(u,, u,)30, ‘d(U,,U,)El~XI~. 
so that setting K,, = K,, Kz2 = K,, K,, = K,, K,, = K,, the last inequality 
means that the z-invariant matrix-valued kernel M(x, y) = (K,,(x, II)), 
i, j= 1, 2, is positive definite. Therefore (as in Naimark’s theorem), we can 
form the set Q2, of all @*-valued functions of finite support, 4: X -+ C2, 
d(x) = (d,(x), C&(X)) and define in R, the “scalar product” 
since then (4, d) 2 0. This gives rise to a Hilbert space Q such that Q, is a 
dense subspace of R. Let e, = (1, 0), e, = (0, 1) be the basis of C’, and for 
each x0 E X define e,(x,), e2(xo) E QU by e,(xO)(x) = 1 .,(x)e, , e2(.uo)(.u) = 
l,,(x)e,, where 1 ,(x) = 1 if x = x0 and zero otherwise. Then 
i, j = 1,2. We define now in Q, the operator U by ( UC$)(.X) = d(t ‘x), 
Vd E 52,. Then since the Ki, are t-invariant, it follows that C’ is an isometry 
on R, and extends to a unitary operator CT on 52. For each TE ,F let 
e,(T)=e,(x,), j= 1, 2. If XE T,, JET,, then x=z~~‘~(~‘x~,, J’=Z ““Ix~,~, 
(14c) 
therefore’ ejx) = CY”)ej(xI.,),ej(~) = U”” ‘ej(xI-), and by (lib), 
Kit-x, y) = (e,(x), e,(y)) = (U”“‘e,(.u,-,), Un’.v’e,(x,2)). 
Taking into account the definition of the K,,, i, ,j = 1, 2, and that 
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